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Dear Readers,

‘Empowerment is not about money’, Vitoon Panyakul from Green Net, Thailand, said. This may 

have come as a surprise to quite a few in his audience. Vitoon, one of our guests from the South 

who took part in the conference held in autumn 2015 on the occasion of EZA’s 40-year anni-

versary, has worked with small-scale producers for many years, and has first-hand knowledge 

of their living and working conditions. What makes him question the worth of money, which 

everyone agrees is the ultimate symbol of power? Furthermore, he also emphasises how impor-

tant it is for farmers to have a secure income as this enables them to keep an open mind on 

additional offers, for instance further training to be able to respond to the climate change 

through introducing organic farming strategies that are adapted to the new conditions. Is that 

a paradox? Not at all!

Of course, you need a sound economic basis on which you are able to subsist. If you lack this 

basis, or if it is continually being threatened, you can’t focus on anything else. That is why a 

key goal of Fair Trade is to ensure that the people behind the products can actually reap the 

fruits of their labour. Still, empowerment is more than that. Empowerment also means that the 

producers have control over their lives and are able to participate in society, free themselves 

from dependence and increase their room for manoeuvre. That is an essential aspect of Fair 

Trade – and a challenge for all stakeholders.

The year of our 40th anniversary has been quite eventful – and has included a direct exchange 

with many of our partners in the South, as well as lively discussions on the future of Fair 

Trade. Not everything has turned out as we would have liked. We have seen the termination of 

several trading partnerships which we would have liked to continue. However, there have 

been many encouraging developments, for instance, our cooperation with the women’s coop-

erative in Honduras, from where we import the organic arabica beans for our Adelante coffee. 

During her stay in Austria in autumn 2015, farmer Dolores Benitez gave a first-hand account of 

what empowerment means in practice. It’s the women coffee farmers themselves who take ac-

tion. Fair Trade can help them by offering cooperation as partners on an equal footing.

‘It’s like a flower growing out of rock,’ is how Alfred Tiefenbacher from the Traun worldshop 

aptly put it. A powerful image. We’ll keep it in mind during the coming year, as we follow the 

clear course we’ve already set – to enable many more trailblazing flowers to sprout up along 

the way.

Best wishes, 

ANDREA SCHLEHUBER, GENERAL MANAGER 
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Adelante: Our first woman-made coffee 
The launch of Adelante coffee, Austria’s first coffee made by women – marked the start of our autumn 
activities in 2015. Adelante is arabica highland coffee produced by the APROLMA women’s coop-
erative in Honduras and a women’s initiative of the Ugandan Gumutindo cooperative. EZA’s new 
organic FAIRTRADE-certified coffee brand is more than just an interesting addition to our coffee 
line: it contributes to empowering women in a typically male field of activity, and supports their 
fight for equality and control over their lives.

In spring 2015, preparatory to the introduction of Adelante, EZA organised a study trip for worldshop 
staff to the women’s cooperative in Honduras. All EZA study trips are integrated into the subse-
quent awareness-raising activities in Austria, which are carried out in close cooperation with the 
worldshops. Adelante coffee is no exception.

In addition, we have gained the Austrian Catholic Women’s Movement (KFB) as our Adelante coopera-
tion partner. Endorsing Adelante as a product, as well as the philosophy behind it, KFB cooperated 
with EZA to launch Adelante, and started numerous activities to promote it in the Movement. EZA 
contributed the necessary information materials for public relations activities and was present at 
KFB training programmes in Upper Austria: in Linz, Steyr and Ried/Innkreis, which were organ-
ised in cooperation with Südwind Upper Austria.

A first-hand report by a coffee farmer
The campaign for launching Adelante coffee included the visit from 20 September to 7 October of coffee 
farmer Dolores Espinoza from Honduras, whom EZA had invited to come to Austria. Dolores, repre-
senting the APROLMA coffee cooperative, talked about the history of her organisation at the Aus-
trian Worldshop Conference in Salzburg, with over 100 participants. She gave a vivid insight into 
the challenges that women in Honduras are facing whenever they act as entrepreneurs and champi-
on equality within their families and in the Honduran society. 

In her conference paper Eva Klawatsch Treitl, feminist and expert in economics and business education, 
focused on aspects of empowerment and the concept of economic literacy. Her theoretical input on 
various aspects of empowerment had a direct practical component as it was linked to the example 
of APROLMA. ‘First and foremost, women need to understand that their work – both housework 
and farm work – does carry value,’ Dolores explains. ‘The basis is to have self-respect and self-es-
teem.’ In addition, expertise must be made available and we must acquire knowledge to be able to 
build a strong organisation. ‘Still, commitment at the social level is not enough. We need to have an 
economic basis,’ she emphasises. For the producers, it has become a cornerstone of their activities 
to grow and market arabica highland coffee themselves, under Fair Trade conditions, as well as to 
undergo training in organic farming.

FO C A L  AC T IV I T IES01
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During her tour of Austria, together with EZA representatives, Dolores appeared at numerous events, 
including interviews with journalists, meetings with political decision-makers and representatives 
of organic farming and women’s organisations, and she spoke at public events. She visited a total of 
14 towns and cities (8 provinces, 6 provincial capitals), fascinating her audience with her compe-
tence and lively presentation. 

Adelante coffee, Austria’s first woman-made coffee, has had a great start. Many actors, beside EZA, 
have made this possible: the women farmers in Honduras and Uganda, who provided coffee beans 
of first-class quality; an experienced roaster, whose expertise and care helped bring out Adelante’s 
unique flavours; Dolores Espinoza and her convincing appearances in Austria; the Catholic Wom-
en’s Movement, whose activists helped consolidate the standing of Adelante and its history within 
their movement; as well as the worldshops, which have once more proved to be reliable, committed 
partners of EZA whenever it is a matter of marketing products as well as the philosophy behind 
them. Adelante‘s packaging, which carries motifs from a picture by Chilean painter Sergio Vergara, 
is a further highlight.

Short film: Adelante – Together we can get ahead
The information and public relations activities to launch Adelante coffee also included a short film 
about Adelante produced by EZA in cooperation with amateur film-maker Manfred Wimmer. It il-
lustrates the importance of Fair Trade for small-scale farming families, using the example of the 
trade relationships between EZA and its partners, as well as the challenges that women coffee pro-
ducers are facing – even in Fair Trade contexts – and it shows the goals for which they are fighting 
within their cooperatives.

EZA’s 40-year anniversary: A conference and a party
The conference to celebrate EZA’s 40-year anniversary, which took place on 6 November 2015 at Salz-
burg’s Odeion, was attended by around 300 participants – among them, many representatives of our 
partner organisations in Latin America, Africa, Asia and the Middle East; long-standing supporters 
and cooperation partners from Austria and Europe; as well as many of our customers.

Cooperation to empower women.
Photo left: Veronika Pernsteiner 
(KFB), Dolores Benitez Espinoza 
(APROLMA) and Andrea Schlehuber 
(EZA) with Adelante coffee.
Right: Reliable partners in the 
Adelante campaign: the worldshops.
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The motto of the morning session was ‘Seeding, Growing and Flourishing’. 13 speakers highlighted the 
milestones of EZA’s history – which represent our past, and also play a key role in the present day. 
Their statements traced the plans for EZA that Anton Wintersteller, EZA’s first general manager, 
pursued in the starting phase, the close cooperation with the worldshops to link the sale of prod-
ucts with awareness-raising activities, all the way to the initiative aimed at promoting today’s FAIR-
TRADE label (the former TransFair initiative) in Austria, and making EZA products available in 
grocery stores.

Another outstanding aspect is that, at EZA, a works council representing employee interests was estab-
lished as long ago as 1980, and has been active ever since then, without interruption – and that 
trade union membership is over 90% among EZA’s staff. For a medium-sized trade enterprise in 
Austria, this is by no means a ‘normal’ standard. What we regard as important for our partners in 
the South – joining forces to champion their interests – also applies to our own corporate practice 
in Austria.

Our cooperation with organisations such as Bio Austria and the Clean Clothes campaign was another 
aspect that was discussed, as was EZA’s commitment in the fair fashion sector: the introduction of 
the Anukoo brand and our collaboration with the Göttin des Glücks designer label. 

Further key steps worth remembering are EZA’s small-loan initiative, which was started back in 1992 as 
a successful alternative financing model; as well as the new headquarters, built in 2004/05 in ac-
cordance with high ecological standards, which has won several awards as an ultra-low-energy 
building. 

Finally, EZA’s cooperation with its partner organisations is a key factor. It includes the collection of 
information about our partners and exchange with our partners, assessment and consultancy with 
regard to the implementation of Fair Trade criteria, as well as our commitment to the further devel-
opment of these criteria in the context of the European Fair Trade Association (EFTA) and the 
World Fair Trade Organisation (WFTO) – and, not least, the regular organisation of EZA study trips 
for worldshop staff, to the countries where our products originate.
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Victor Jimenez, cocoa 
farmer from Bolivia, 

extending anniversary 
congratulations to EZA on 
behalf of his cooperative.
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In the afternoon session, our partners from the South took the lead. It became apparent during the talks 
with Vitoon Panyakul from Thailand, co-founder of the Green Net rice farmers’ network, Roni Ben 
Efrat from the Sindyanna of Galilee Jewish-Arab organisation in Israel, and Victor Jimenez from the 
El Ceibo cocoa cooperative in Bolivia, that – even though their working conditions and situations 
in life may differ and strongly depend on the framework in the individual countries – Fair Trade, in 
spite of all dissimilarities, is a common denominator and effectively backs the farmers’ efforts to 
attain greater control over their lives.

‘In our region, Fair Trade is not just a decision at the social and economic levels. First and foremost, it 
is a profoundly political decision,’ says Roni Ben Efrat from Israel. ‘Because the producers whom 
we want to support with our organisations always come from the other side. They are either Pales-
tinians from the occupied Palestinian territories, or Palestinians from Israel. When we talk about 
Fair Trade at Sindyanna, we’re talking about solidarity with the other side.’

In 1996 Roni was among the co-founders of the Sindyanna (Oak) of Galilee Fair Trade organisation. It is 
a Jewish-Arab organisation led by women, which aims at creating an economic basis, or sources of 
income, for disadvantaged Palestinian producers, pointing to their discrimination and marginalisa-
tion in Israel’s society and serving as a model for peaceful cooperation between Jews and Arabs in 
Israel. ‘Change must be built from within,’ is Roni’s firm conviction. ‘At Sindyanna, the cooperation 
between Jews and Arabs has always been important as this opens up a viable alternative. In fact, 
Fair Trade is such an alternative.’

Victor Jimenez described the effects that climate change has had on the cocoa plots in his cooperative 
in Bolivia. Last year, only a small percentage of the pods could actually be harvested as a large 
number of trees have been affected by the spread of the Monilla fungus resulting from high humid-
ity. However, he also drew attention to El Ceibo’s unique achievement brought about in the course 

Anton Wintersteller, EZA’s first 
general manager in 1975, offering 
present-day general manager 
Andrea Schlehuber a loaf of 
organic bread to mark the 40-year 
anniversary.
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of several decades: controlling the entire value chain. 70% of the cooperative’s cocoa is marketed 
in Bolivia, and processed in El Ceibo’s own cocoa and chocolate plant. Only 30% of the harvest is 
exported. ‘The point is to convince our customers with high quality,’ Victor explains. And he’s 
optimistic about the next generation: ‘Let’s say an average family has four children. Two of them 
will move away and learn a different trade. But two will stay here and go on producing cocoa. El 
Ceibo won’t die.’

Vitoon Panyakul from Green Net shared his experience of work with rice farmers. Green Net also oper-
ates its own rice mills, which is by no means usual, as Vitoon points out. ‘A farmer is no superman. 
It is not easy to meet all requirements. At first, we need to teach people to operate a rice mill.’ And 
Thailand also faces the effects of a changing climate: it is thus important to have a variety of options 
and to be able to grow not only rice but other plants, too, so that the farmers have more than one 
source of subsistence, and can grow crops for themselves as well, agriculture expert Vitoon adds. 
Still, having access to the market is a key factor, as the farmers need to have an income. Then you 
can help them develop appropriate agricultural practices in order to cope with the climate change. 

The future of alternative forms of business – in line with human needs, and environmentally friendly –  
was among the topics subsequently discussed by Rudi Dalvai (WFTO World Fair Trade Organisa-
tion), Gudrun Danter (Austrian Worldshop Association), Hans Holzinger (Robert Jungk Futures Li-
brary), Hartwig Kirner (FAIRTRADE Austria), Vitoon Panyakul (Green Net, Earth Net Foundation, 
Thailand), and Andrea Schlehuber (EZA).

They agreed that the goals to be set for the future need to include a further enhancement of the posi-
tive effects of Fair Trade for producers.  In view of the fact that, at present, only one third of the 
cocoa produced under Fair Trade conditions is actually sold under this label, the demand needs to 
pushed, as Hartwig Kirner from Fairtrade put it. According to Gudrun Danter of the Austrian World-
shop Association it is crucial to expand the network of worldshops and to establish additional 
points of sale that are directly linked with worldshops. This will increase the available selling area, 
and the number of places where Fair Trade awareness-raising activities can be launched. Rudi Dal-
vai focused on the opportunities that an advancement of the WFTO system can bring about, and 
underlined the participative character of the process of defining the WFTO criteria. It involves 
member organisations from both the South and the North, who jointly decide on the course to take. 

Roni Ben Efrat talking about 
the work of Sindyanna of 

Galilee, which focuses 
on marginalised Arab-

Palestinian producers in 
Israel and in the occupied 

Palestinian territories.
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‘It’s a system that shows how we can improve, step by step; it is based on self-assessment, and mean-
while, on external evaluations as well.’ It is essential in this respect that the focus is on the organi-
sation as a whole and not on a single product. 

Hans Holzinger highlighted the role that Fair Trade plays in conveying an understanding of production 
processes. ‘We’re living in a supply-chain capitalism that makes it next to impossible to know who 
is working under which conditions. Fair Trade and EZA have been very successful in enhancing 
transparency here.’ There is a broad consensus that transparency is a key concept with regard to the 
question as to what conventional trade can learn from Fair Trade. However, traceability alone is 
obviously not enough to change unfair structures. ‘For us, partnership in trade is essential,’ Vitoon 
maintains, and thus points to the fact that responsibility rests with all actors in the supply chain. In 
addition, we need a better framework of binding regulations and the option of imposing sanctions 
whenever human rights and labour rights are at stake in the trade system. Our political task is to 
fight for this. ‘Fair Trade must not breed complacency, Hans warns. ‘Our objective cannot be to 
practice alternative trade in order to have a comfortable niche for ourselves: rather, we must fight to 
establish Fair Trade as a general standard.’ The concluding statement came from Sergi Corbalán of 
the Brussels Fair Trade Advocacy Office, as a video message. He appealed to the participants to use 
their best endeavours to support the work of the Brussels representatives in order to back the idea 
of Fair Trade and justice in trade relations.

The conference was rounded off with a celebration in the evening, which included a tombola organised 
by EZA, with a painting by Chilean artist Sergio Vergara, in the style of the Adelante packaging, as 
the prize. The profit from the ticket sale – plus an additional donation by EZA – was presented to 
Ingrid Weydemann, head of the Plattform Neumarkt refugee support organisation, and Tinatin 
Gvaramia, asylum-seeker from Georgia, to be used for their work with refugees. Finally, the hot 
rhythms of Desenvoltura, a young Hungarian band, helped bring fresh momentum to Fair Trade.

The conference celebrating 
EZA’s 40-year anniversary: 
opportunities for reflection (top 
right: Vitoon Panyakul, bottom 
right: Rudi Dalvai and Andrea 
Reitinger) and great joy inspired 
by the support for the refugee 
initiatives (left: T. Gvaramia and 
I. Weydemann).
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Elisabeth Mondejar from ATC 
reported on the situation of 

Philippine sugar cane farmers.
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A guest at EZA: Elisabeth Mondejar from the ATC Alter Trade Corporation
In February Elisabeth Mondejar, who is in charge of marketing at the Philippine ATC Alter Trade Cor-
poration, came to Austria. She visited EZA’s headquarters at Köstendorf and our worldshop in the 
1st district of Vienna, and on 16 February 2016, upon referral by EZA, she took part in the confer-
ence on human rights and the food industry, organised by the Wir haben es satt! [We’re Fed Up] 
platform.

ATC is based on the island of Negros, and cooperates with small-scale producers who grow sugar cane, 
which is then processed in a traditional way at the ATC-owned mill, and sold as Mascobado whole 
cane sugar. Mascobado was the first Fair Trade sugar on the market, and since the early 1990s it has 
been an ingredient of the world’s first Fair Trade chocolate: MASCAO. Its conversion to organic 
farming is another achievement worthy of mention.

ATC assists the farmers in reducing their dependence on sugar cane. ‘We’re running pilot projects to 
have hands-on experience, and models that motivate additional families to produce their food 
themselves instead of buying it at some place where they don’t know how the goods have been 
produced,’ Elisabeth explains. The aim of the programme is to build ecologically sustainable com-
munities and to foster food self-sufficiency.

Taking part in the conference enabled Elisabeth, besides the input she provided, to familiarise herself 
with various aspects of food sovereignty, to give fresh impetus to her own work in her organisation.

Shared future rather than solitary fortress
In November 2015, Vitoon Panyakul from Green Net, Thailand, visited Austria to mark EZA’s 40-year 
anniversary. He was moved by the fact that thousands who had fled war and extreme hardship were 
now seeking refuge in Austria, Germany and other European countries – and made a remarkable 
gesture of international solidarity.

The Green Net rice cooperative decided to donate six tons of biofair fragrant rice as food supplies to the 
refugees. ‘The massive migration towards Europe is a sign of global inequality. And the migrants are 
its victims,’ Vitoon says. ‘Those active in Fair Trade must cooperate to help these desperate people 
and to fight global injustice.’
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02
In keeping with the slogan ‘A future for all, not a solitary fortress,’ the rice was distributed by the Aus-
trian worldshops, as active players in refugee support networks, and by EZA, in cooperation with 
local refugee initiatives. This was also a good opportunity for discussing the issue of flight and the 
reasons for fleeing, to point to the importance of fair international business and trade structures, 
and to advocate policies towards refugees and immigrants that are based on respect and solidarity.

Talking Fair Trade 
A total of 46 groups (students and adults) visited our headquarters at Köstendorf for tours of the prem-
ises, as well as discussions on Fair Trade and our approach to business.

Our philosophy and the background of our work are also presented in a very transparent way on the 
websites of EZA and the Anukoo fair fashion label, which underwent revisions during the reporting 
period. It is thus possible to trace our products back to their origins. In our online shop, individual 
goods are directly linked with the partner organisations providing them.

In addition to the focal themes described, the past business year again saw activities by EZA in the 
areas of Fair Trade, our business policy and the fair fashion initiative, in the context of various 
events: for instance, we cooperated with Bio-Austria, the Clean Clothes campaign, the IG-Milch fair 
milk initiative and the ‘Wir haben es satt!’ [We’re Fed Up] platform, as well as with the Catholic 
Women’s Movement and the Südwind development organisation.

As a gesture of solidarity, the 
Green Net small-scale farmers’ 
organisation in Thailand donated 
traditional fragrant rice to refugees 
in Austria.
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EZA’s partner policy paper is the basis for our cooperation with our trading partners. It is oriented to-
wards the 10 Principles of the World Fair Trade Organisation (WFTO; www.wfto.com) and lays 
down what we expect of our partner organisations, and what our partners can expect of EZA, in the 
context of a fair trading partnership. In the case of FAIRTRADE-certified products, the FAIRTRADE 
standards are an additional basis for our cooperation. To ensure transparency, our partner policy 
principles, as well as information on our partner organisations, are published on EZA’s website.

At present, EZA’s products are supplied by 142 active trading partners from Latin America (61), Africa 
(33), Asia (44) and the Middle East (4). We maintain direct trade relations with 85 of them, i.e. with 
EZA as the importer of their products. In the case of certain products, we cooperate with other Fair 
Trade organisations to enhance efficiency and enable a division of tasks: these organisations then 
import products on behalf of EZA or coordinate their further processing. This applies to 57 partners 
in all, with whom we have indirect trading partnerships.

79 out of the total of 142 partners work in the food sector. The vast majority of them (66) have FAIR-
TRADE certification. 63 partners of EZA produce handicrafts and fair fashion. With the exception 
of footballs, no FAIRTRADE standards for handicrafts have so far been adopted by Fairtrade Inter-
national. For this reason, membership of the World Fair Trade Organisation (WFTO) is particularly 
relevant as its members commit themselves to orient their activities towards the 10 WFTO Princi-
ples and document this in the context of a self-assessment procedure. In addition, the data they 
provide are verified by external experts. 40 partner organisations of EZA, as well as EZA itself, are 
part of this system.
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Creative Handicrafts in 
Mumbai, India: EZA’s new 
partner organisation is a 
producer of cotton clothing.P
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21 organisations have not been integrated in either system. However, they sell their products to vari-
ous European pioneer organisations of Fair Trade, among them EZA, which closely cooperate in the 
EFTA European Fair Trade Association and commit themselves to carry out, or fund, assessments 
of these partner organisations. The results are then shared with all EFTA member organisations, 
and further steps are taken in response.

The monitoring system is also oriented towards the 10 WFTO Principles. The implementation of fair 
production and trade relations is subject to a joint analysis; workshops on Fair Trade are organised 
with the producers, and a plan of action for further activities is then devised.

This also applies to the 15 partner organisations of EZA that have not yet been integrated into the 
Fairtrade or WFTO system, and do not deliver goods to EFTA members other than EZA. In these 
cases, only EZA is responsible for assessment and monitoring.

Initiation of new, and termination of existing, trade relations
EZA’s partners’ committee decides whether or not trade relations with an organisation should be initi-
ated or ended. In the reporting period, trade relations were started with 12 organisations from 11 
countries: MA’s Tropical Fruit (spiced coconut milk, Sri Lanka); Manjeen (custom jewellery and 
textile products, India); uSisi (jewellery made from phone wire, South Africa); Liana Creations 
(bags and baskets, Madagascar); APROPAL (heart of palm, Peru); Progressive Farmers Association 
(organic rice for breakfast cereals, Thailand); Sao Francisco da Foresta (cashew nuts for pesto, Guin-
ea Bissau); Bethlehem Fair Trade Artisans (handicrafts from Palestine); Creative Handicrafts 
(clothes, India); UOCG (organic coffee, Uganda); Oro Verde (organic cocoa, Ecuador); and Global 
Mamas (custom jewellery, Ghana).

It may also happen that organisations cease to operate or that we have to terminate our cooperation 
with them as the organisation has developed in a direction that is no longer in agreement with the 
criteria of Fair Trade. Furthermore, when the quantities sold of a product are so small that this no 
longer constitutes an economically feasible outlook for either our partner organisation or EZA, and 
if it is impossible to develop alternative products, this can lead to a termination of our trading part-
nership. In the reporting period, this was the case with six partner organisations.
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Birgit Calix from EZA 
visiting alpaca partners 

in Bolivia. Here, she’s 
in the workshop of the 

Mamani family (Qhana).
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Most regrettably, Craft Aid of Mauritius, our most important partner in the fair clothing sector over 11 
years, is among these organisations. As a member of the World Fair Trade Organisation, Craft Aid 
has, in recent years, proved to be an outstanding example of a socially responsible textile enter-
prise. Our long-standing partnership was characterised by intensive contact and regular visits on 
the spot. However, in 2016, due to economic problems in the enterprise, Craft Aid’s new manage-
ment embarked upon a fundamental restructuring process. In spite of intensive efforts on the part 
of EZA to support Craft Aid in its difficult situation so as not to lose Craft Aid as a partner organi-
sation, the management decided to close down the entire textile unit. Not all items that EZA or-
dered for the 2016 spring collections could actually be produced, which has also affected the sales 
figures in this area.

Support, assistance and evaluation
During the reporting period, assessments were carried out at COPROCA/Awayu and Qhana in Bolivia. 
These two partners produce alpaca clothing for EZA’s fair fashion label Anukoo. COPROCA also 
has the processing equipment needed to make wool from alpaca fibres.
During her stay in Bolivia Birgit Calix, who is in charge of EZA’s monitoring, spent nine days with 
representatives of the two organisations (managers, workshop owners, knitters, and the works 
council of the wool-processing plant) to discuss aspects of workplace safety (protective clothing, 
fire extinguishers), participation of the knitters, internal communication, transparency and moni-
toring of processes, payment agreements (payment in time, transparent wage systems, overtime 
regulations); and further training for staff members. In this context, she held seminars, discussions 
in small groups, visited various workshops and presented the results to the participants. ‘The point 
is to jointly take a look at the current situation of the organisation, to identify strong points, and also 
to agree on measures to improve processes in the workshops,’ Birgit explains. 

In addition, her journey to Bolivia was an opportunity for visiting the Señor de Mayo handicrafts organi-
sation from where EZA buys alpaca knitwear, and to El Ceibo, whose cocoa beans are used for numer-
ous EZA chocolates.
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On our way to the coffee farmers 
in Bunabudde, Uganda, through 
impressive scenery. Coffee farmer 
Jenepher Wettaka on her small plot.

The replacement of 
coffee plants is 

proving its worth. 

Journeys to our partner organisations
In the reporting year, EZA staff visited 35 partner organisations in 10 countries. Apart from assess-
ments, direct exchange on the spot is a good opportunity for learning more about our partners’ ways 
of working, getting to know – or jointly developing – new products, and bringing our partners up to 
date on EZA’s current situation.

In the foodstuffs sector, our colleague Franz Denk visited several coffee cooperatives in Mexico: he con-
tacted the small-scale farmers’ associations of CIRSA, FIECH, Flor del Cafetal, ISMAM, Juan Sa-
bines, Sposel, Tiemelonlá, Yeni Navan and Yaxcoffee, as well as a few potential new trading part-
ners.

A key issue here was the situation of the small-scale farmers after the spread of the dreaded Roya fun-
gus.‘A positive trend is apparent. Next year, production is likely to grow again,’ Franz says. ‘This is 
mainly due to the replacement of old coffee plants, a programme which was started several years 
ago but has been intensified due to the Roya problems.’
While EZA’s partners have been fairly successful in controlling the Roya issue, the fluctuations of 
coffee prices on the international market continue to be a great challenge, even when the world 
market price lies above the minimum price line defined in the Fair Trade system, which is based on 
the world market price. ‘Whenever the prices tend to rise, there will be cooperatives that wait too 
long before fixing a price with their buyers as they hope prices could increase further,’ Franz ex-
plains. ‘But if that happens not to be the case, their members lose an additional income, and the 
cooperatives will face difficulties.’ Risk management is thus an important theme at the meetings. 
‘Fairtrade also organises regular courses on this subject,’ Franz adds. ‘The theory is well-known to 
many, but implementing it in practice continues to be a challenge.’

Franz’s second coffee journey took him to Uganda. Here, Franz – travelling with a staff member of the 
German gepa Fair Trade organisation – focused on getting an overview of the tight situation of the 
Gumutindo cooperative and on establishing contact with additional Ugandan coffee cooperatives. 
Gumutindo turned out to have serious problems. Massive rain during the latest harvest had caused 
a delay in the transport of the coffee beans to the washing stations. A large part of the coffee over-
fermented and could not be used, which resulted in a dramatic supply drop. This has affected EZA 
as well, to the present day, and has aggravated the cooperative’s difficult financial situation. ‘Gu-
mutindo maintains a very strict quality management, which has resulted in an extraordinarily high 
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Producing PODIE’s genuine 
Ceylon cinnamon requires 

a lot of work by hand.

quality of the beans in recent years. So there’s a good reason why Gumutindo coffee is on the very 
top with regard to quality,’ Franz explains, and adds that it will take a few months before we can 
say for sure whether Gumutindo will be able to overcome its current problems. There is no doubt 
about the cooperative’s noteworthy past achievements: ‘In the 15 years since its establishment, 
much has been accomplished: the high quality of Gumutindo’s coffee is well-known in the Fair 
Trade coffee sector all over the world, and the members are proud of their cooperative; they also 
have a fantastic women’s project,’ Franz resumes.

His meeting with one of Gumutindo’s women’s groups, whose coffee is also used for the Adelante 
brand, impressed him. ‘Before, we were standing behind the men. Today, we’re sitting at the same 
table with them to decide how to use our earnings,’ Franz quotes one of the women in his report. 
Working their own land and earning their own money has empowered the women small-scale farm-
ers, and Gumutindo’s initiatives regarding women’s rights and role models of men and women have 
also had a visible effect.

Another goal of the journey to Uganda was to intensify our contact with the UOCG Union of Organic 
Coffee Growers, which was originally initiated in Austria.  Even though the cooperative, with 
around 1000 members, holds FAIRTRADE certification, it has not yet found a market for FAIR-
TRADE-certified coffee. The coffee growers therefore showed great interest in a trading partnership 
with EZA. Our positive first impression was confirmed during our stay in Uganda. UOCG has 
meanwhile become one of EZA’s trading partners delivering Ugandan coffee. 

In addition to the visits to Gumutindo and UOCG, EZA and gepa held two seminars for representatives 
of two more coffee organisations in Mbale and Kasese. This was aimed at getting to know new 
groups and encouraging contact between them, and at informing them about coffee quality and the 
expectations and developments in the market.

Eva Maria Gruber from EZA embarked on a further journey in the food sector, to Sri Lanka, to meet our 
long-standing partner organisations PODIE and Bio-Foods, from which we import organic spices 
and tea produced by small-scale farmers. Her visit primarily focused on discussing technical as-
pects and logistics, but it also provided an opportunity for visiting the cinnamon farmers of Tibbo-
dugoda, who cooperate with PODIE, and for learning more about the production of genuine Ceylon 
cinnamon.
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Journeys to our handicrafts and fair fashion partners
Eva Mayrhuber, EZA’s handicrafts purchaser, went to India to our partners Tara, Manjeen, Noahs Ark, 
Conserve, EMA, CRC, MKS and Sasha. The main reason for her stay was to see new products and 
to define the jewellery, bag and scarf lines. In Indonesia, Julia Rupertsberger visited our long-stand-
ing partner organisation Pekerti, as well as Arum Dalu, a new contact for EZA. Proexport, an export 
promotion office at the Colombian Foreign Ministry, invited our colleague Gerhard Wimmer to take 
part in Colombia’s largest handicrafts fair. For Gerhard, this also was an opportunity for an ex-
change with our partner organisations La Cucaracha and Oxidos. 

This year’s visits to our fair fashion partners included Allpa, CIAP and Raymisa, our Peruvian producers 
of alpaca knitwear, as well as Coproca, Qhana and Señor de Mayo in Bolivia. As every year, Katha-
rina Mühlberger, who is in charge of EZA’s Anukoo fashion, worked with the partners to develop 
the upcoming collections and to see the knitters’ new designs.

However, the issue of the downwards trend in orders was also addressed. This development poses great 
challenges for several organisations. The decrease of quantities delivered to EZA is only one aspect: 
other European customers have also reduced their orders or even stopped buying products from 
these partners. 100% alpaca knitwear is expensive and has thus become increasingly difficult to 
sell. The raw material alone is very costly. ‘The price of alpaca yarn has gone up every year’, Kath-
arina explains. ‘At present, one kilo of yarn costs 30 dollars, and the price of – exceptionally fine 
– baby alpaca wool is 40 dollars. Large clothing companies have meanwhile also started to offer 
alpaca knitwear, which, however, is made of low-price fibre blends with only a small proportion of 
alpaca wool.’

Our cotton sector has felt the repercussions of the massive turbulence in Craft Aid in Mauritius, our 
most important textile partner (see also page 13), which finally led to the closing down of its entire 
textile unit. EZA’s general manager Andrea Schlehuber and Katharina Mühlberger travelled to Mau-
ritius to discuss the situation, and despite great efforts, it turned out to be impossible to prevent the 
management from closing this unit. We thus had to intensify our work with our second cotton tex-
tile partner, Rajlakshmi in India. Both Katharina and Nayomi Keller from the Anukoo design team 
visited Rajlakshmi to prepare new collections and to fill the gap caused by the closing of Craft Aid. 
This has resulted in the placement of considerably larger orders from Rajlakshmi, without the nor-
mal lead times.
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decoration goods produced 
by Oxidos in Columbia.
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The reporting period also saw the initiation of a trading partnership with Creative Handicrafts in Mum-
bai, India. We visited our partner twice, to get a general impression on the spot and to develop the 
upcoming collection. Creative Handicrafts is a socially committed organisation, with many years of 
Fair Trade experience. It is a member of the WFTO World Fair Trade Organisation and primarily 
works with disadvantaged women in the slums of Mumbai. In future, it will also supply EZA with 
cotton textiles.

Visits by our partner organisations 
Visits to Austria are an opportunity for our partners to get to know their Fair Trade counterparts in 
Europe, to obtain direct feedback on their products and their work, to communicate first-hand in-
formation about their situation and to voice their expectations of Fair Trade (see also Chapter 1).

Representatives of a total of 17 organisations from 11 different countries came to Austria: Dolores Be-
nitez Espinoza (Aprolma, Honduras), Orlando Vásquez (Raymisa, Peru), Humberto Aruquipa (Qha-
na, Bolivia), Ravi Jayawardena (Golden Palm Crafts, Sri Lanka), Elisabeth Mondejar (ATC, Philip-
pines), Philippe Adaime & Joe Abi Harb (Fair Trade Lebanon, Lebanon), Ruth Ulahanna, Mariamma 
Methew, Leo Dsouza & Immanuel Bendellu (Asha, India).

Representatives of as many as 10 partner organisations from 6 countries took part in the conference 
in November 2015 to celebrate EZA’s 40-year anniversary: Vitoon Panyakul (Green Net/Earth Net 
Foundation, Thailand), Victor Jimenez  (El Ceibo, Bolivia), Roni Ben Efrat (Sindyanna of Galilee, 
Israel), Martin Malila & Meshack Mutisya (Machakos, Kenya), Diana & Lucas Caldeira (Asha, India), 
Roopa Mehta (Sasha, India), Anne Nzilani (Bawa La Tumaini, Kenya), Olga Parra (La Cucaracha, 
Colombia), Wipa Salabsang (Y-Development, Thailand), and Sundar Kumar (Palam Rural Center, 
India).

In addition, Ambiente, the world’s largest consumer goods fair taking place in Frankfurt,Germany, pro-
vided a good opportunity for a further direct exchange with partner organisations from three conti-
nents, who presented their products at Ambiente. ‘The large stall of the WFTO World Fair Trade 
Organisation has made a very positive impression,’ reports Birgit Calix, EZA’s monitoring expert. 
‘The partners whom I spoke to told me that the stall was a good opportunity for establishing new 
contacts and for talking with interested visitors. The idea of Fair Trade can thus be communicated 
to new areas of conventional trade.
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Sundar Kumar (Palam Rural Center, 
India) and Anne Nzilani (Bawa 

La Tumaini, Kenya), finding their 
organisation’s products on display 

in EZA’s shop.
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Support for our partners
In the reporting period, EZA supported several partner organisations to help them launch and imple-
ment important projects that go beyond trading activities in a strict sense. For instance, this includ-
ed a preliminary review of the reconstruction work our Nepalese partner ACP started after the ma-
jor earthquake. The first few workshops have reopened – supported with funding from the 
worldshops and EZA. ACP continues to provide assistance to the staff and producers who need to 
rebuild their homes and workshops.

The three-year project to promote sustainable quinoa growing, run by our partner Anapqui in Bolivia 
in cooperation with EFTA members, has also been continued. Anapqui faced a severe drought in 
the Bolivian altiplano, and the purchase of llamas to improve the supply of natural fertiliser had to 
be postponed as the animals would not have found enough to eat. One plant nursery is under con-
struction, and one is already operating. Here, seedlings for windbreaks are grown. However, the 
drought has so far prevented their actual planting out. Anapqui is using the waiting time for train-
ing their members.

Furthermore, we have continued to support our Kenyan partner organisation Bawa La Tumaini to obtain 
full WFTO membership. This ensures monitoring on the part of the WFTO and participation in a 
product development programme, as well as facilitating access to new customers. Our partner or-
ganisations CIASFA in Guatemala and Noah’s Ark in India were granted interest-free loans for cof-
fee plant renewal, and for building their own administration and production centre, respectively.
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Bawa La Tumaini: 
Income for disadvantaged 
women in Kenya, from which 
their children benefit, too. 
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EZA and the worldshop in Hard, Vorarlberg, took over the cost of the initial FAIRTRADE certification 
of Creative Handicrafts, our additional fair fashion partner from India. The reason for our support 
is that initial FAIRTRADE certification as a producer of ready-made garments involves rather high 
costs for the organisation; and Creative Handicrafts is already a WFTO member and agreed to un-
dergo an additional certification procedure at EZA’s explicit request. It would be excellent if this 
were to help open up additional marketing opportunities for Creative Handicrafts. 

Promoting and advancing Fair Trade
At the European level, EZA took part in meetings at several working levels of the EFTA European Fair 
Trade Association. The focus was on developing new products and possible cooperation in the food 
and handicrafts sectors. At the managerial level, enhancing synergy between the pioneer organisa-
tions of Fair Trade was a key theme under discussion.

In the monitoring group, in addition to an exchange with partner organisations, the advancement of the 
EFTA assessment system and the joint information database on our partners was also on the agenda.

Furthermore, in June 2016 EZA took part in a regional meeting of the European chapter of the WFTO 
World Fair Trade Organisation. The subjects discussed by the European WFTO members – mostly 
Fair Trade import organisations and representatives of worldshop associations – included the stra-
tegic orientation of our future work and current developments in the Fair Prices and Fair Wages 
Working Group. It was decided to make endeavours at the global WFTO level to intensify the con-
ducting of surveys on the effects of working practices of WFTO members on producers in the glob-
al South.
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142
85

79
61 partners carry organic certification.

63

The partner organisations behind EZA’s products

partner 
organisations

direct import 

food 
partners

handicrafts 
partners

19

Coffee

Cocoa Clothing

Other foodstuffs 
(rice, quinoa, tea, spices, honey, oils, etc.)

57* indirect contact

* Here EZA cooperates with other Fair Trade organisations – primarily in the context of the EFTA European Fair Trade Association – which import products on 
behalf of several enterprises.

48

12 8
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Certification/monitoring of EZA’s partner organisations

EZA’s partners in geographical terms

 Partner organisations Latin America  Africa  Middle East   Asia
 Total:   61  33 4 44 
  Food partners:   43  19 3 14 
  Handicraft partners: 15  14 1 32

partner 
organisations

66

40

21

15

FAIRTRADE certification

WFTO monitoring

EFTA monitoring

EZA monitoring

61
43

15

19

3

1

14
33

4
32
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44
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Worldshops
The independent Austrian worldshops account for a turnover of approximately EUR 5.0 million, or 
30.8% of EZA’s total sales revenue. The shops specialising in Fair Trade, i.e. the independent 
worldshops plus the three worldshops owned by EZA, are EZA’s most important group of custom-
ers.

The 3.3% decline in turnover compared to the previous year primarily results from lower fashion sales. 
Due to the unforeseeable closure in March 2016 of Craft Aid in Mauritius, our main clothing part-
ner, it has not been possible to produce and supply the entire 2016 summer collection we had or-
dered. This caused a drop in textile sales of 18.5% (see also p. 28: ‘Fair fashion’). Chocolate has not 
developed as planned either. The price increase, which had become necessary as the purchasing 
prices continued to be high, led to a reduction in turnover as well as quantities sold.

The situation of the Ugandan producers of our Jambo coffee has made us painfully aware of how 
strongly climate change has, in fact, affected our partners. Due to massive rain during the harvesting 
season it was impossible to transport the coffee to the washing stations in time. It could thus not be 
processed further and overfermented. The cooperative was unable to deliver coffee to us. However, 
this unexpected loss has been evened out by the sales of the newly introduced Adelante coffee: the 
worldshops even recorded an 8.1% increase in coffee sales (see also p. 14f).

The number of worldshops has not changed, even though a Styrian worldshop (at Judenburg) had to 
close – which, however, has been balanced out, and more, by the opening of a worldshop in Lower 
Austria (at Laa/Thaya).
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Planting Adelante’s future: the women in 
the Honduran APROLMA cooperative are 
growing their coffee plants themselves. 
Photo right: Dolores Benitez Espinoza.
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Grocery retailers
Sales in this group amount to EUR 5.3 million (-1.4%), which represents 32.6% of EZA’s total turno-
ver. Again, the decline in turnover results from smaller amounts of chocolate sold. A temporary 
price increase of chocolates turned out to be unacceptable for numerous final customers, which 
resulted in a 19.3% decrease in sales in this product group. The product groups of coffee (+1.5%) 
and other foodstuffs (+7.5%) showed very positive development. 
 
Resellers
This group comprises various specialised retailers such as organic food shops, distributors and a few 
fashion boutiques. This group of customers, for which a slight decrease in turnover, of 0.6%, has 
been recorded, accounts for 9.4% of EZA’s sales (approx. EUR 1.5 million), and continues to be our 
third-most important group of customers. Whereas the sales of coffee – despite the absence of Jam-
bo coffee – and of fashion accessories have grown, a decrease in the clothing and chocolate groups 
has become apparent, for the reasons explained above.

EZA worldshops and Anukoo fair fashion shop
As in the previous year, the development of EZA’s own shops has been mixed: in the second year after 
its renovation, the Salzburg shop again recorded a remarkable increase of +10.7%. The sales figures 
for the shop in the 1st district of Vienna indicate a stable situation – and, in fact, a slight 0.9% rise. 
In the past year, our focus was on the EZA shop in the 8th district of Vienna. Towards the end of the 
reporting period we embarked upon a restructuring programme, with a new orientation of the prod-
uct line and a renovation of the shop itself in order to stop the downwards trend in sales. The de-
velopment of our fair fashion shop has again fallen short of our expectations. This is mainly due to 
the little-frequented location and the supply problems for fashion described above. However, the 
two-digit sales increase in the Salzburg shop led to a total sales increase of 2.4% in this group of 
customers, which corresponds to EUR 1.3 million, or 8.2% in overall sales. One has to bear in mind 
here that this amount – as in the case of the group of final customers – comprises both retail and 
wholesale turnover, whereas the sales figures of the other distribution channels solely represent 
wholesale figures. 

More room for fair fashion – the 
newly renovated worldshop in 

the 8th district of Vienna.
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Institutions
This group of customers includes private organisations and public agencies such as educational insti-
tutions, hospitals and offices, as well as a few single customers who place large orders. The turno-
ver in this group has shown a remarkable growth of 9.2%, to approximately EUR 1.2 million. The 
cooperation with the Catholic Women’s Movement during the introduction phase of Adelante cof-
fee has been positive for the coffee sales in this group. Finally, a large order by the Carol Singing 
Campaign of the Catholic Children‘s Movement, as well as a major handicrafts order for World 
Savings Day are also worthy of mention. In addition, our large customer Missio returned to EZA 
and placed an order.

Action groups
The downwards trend of recent years has continued. Action groups are volunteers who usually offer 
our products in the context of ‘world bazaars’. This year, sales in this group have decreased by 
-5.3%, to only EUR 209 393. The main reason for the decline is the growing network of worldshops, 
which now function as regional partners of the action groups. And as our products are now availa-
ble in supermarkets all over Austria throughout the year, ‘world bazaars’ are no longer as important 
as in the past.

EZA’s turnover is accounted for by sales of products to 

the following groups of customers:

Sales by distribution channel

0 1 000 000 2 000 000 3 000 000 4 000 000 5 000 000 6 000 000 7 000 000

Worldshops 

Grocery retailers 

Resellers and caterers 

EZA worldshops and Anukoo shop

Institutions 

Action groups 

Final customers 

EU + non-EU 

TOTAL SALES

2014/15 EUR 15 539 881 

2015/16 EUR 15 763 888  2014/15     2015/16

Worldshops 30.8%

EU & non-EU 8.9%

Final consumers 1.6%

Action groups 1.3%

Institutions 7.3%

EZA-owned worldshops 

and Anukoo shop 8.4%

Resellers and  

caterers 9.4%

Grocery retailers 32.6%

–3.3 %

–1.4 %

–0.6 %

+2.4 %

+9.2 %

–5.3 %

+6.1 %

+30.2 %
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Final consumers
Final customers either visit us in the context of our awareness-raising Fair Trade events or use the shop 
room at our Köstendorf headquarters as a regional ‘substitute worldshop’. The intensive coopera-
tion with regional initiatives, particularly the Plus region, has been an important factor in establish-
ing the shop room as a ‘fair local supplier’. The turnover resulting from mail orders is also account-
ed for by this group of customers. As of January, our new website has been online, with an improved 
online shop, to provide the basis for establishing an additional delivery channel. However, the 
6.1% sales increase primarily results from the fact that an increasing number of final customers and 
groups have visited our headquarters. 

European Union and Switzerland
This group primarily represents sales to Fair Trade organisations in Germany and Switzerland. In addi-
tion, Fair Trade partners from Slovenia, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Poland are buyers of 
EZA‘s products. In the reporting period, following a thorough reviewing procedure, the German 
Worldshop Association recognised EZA as supplier to German worldshops. In the past business 
year, we recorded far more than 100 new worldshop customers buying EZA handicrafts and/or 
fashion. In addition, our contributions in the context of the Fair Trade Academy of South Tyrol has 
helped consolidate our cooperation with the worldshops there.

As far as Germany is concerned, our participation in the Augsburg Fair Trade sales exhibition, the central 
worldshop conference/fair in Bad Hersfeld, and further inputs at Fair Trade sales exhibitions, for 
instance in Stuttgart, helped intensify our cooperation with Fair Trade initiatives in Bavaria, as well 
as East and North Germany, through contacts to worldshops.

The sales to our European partners have seen a promising increase of 30.2%, to reach approximately 
EUR 1.4 million. Our partner organisations have been particularly interested in fair fashion and 
handicrafts. However, the sales in the group of ‘other foodstuffs’ are also worthy of mention. As the 
turnover resulting from this selling cooperation goes hand in hand with low margins, it has dispro-
portionately small effects on our overall result.

Fair and hand-made: unique 
design and high quality are 
outstanding characteristics 

of our products. This also 
improves the future prospects 
of the craftspeople’s children.
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Small-scale farming 
families in Pakistan’s 
Karakoram region, 
supported by Mountain 
Fruits and Fair Trade.
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Coffee
Coffee, accounting for 38.5% of EZA’s total turnover (or EUR 6.25 million), continues to be our most 
important product group, and its sales thus have huge effects on EZA’s economic situation. The 
3.5% increase in turnover primarily results from greater quantities being sold by the worldshops, 
grocery retailers, as well as institutions – in spite of the unexpected absence of Jambo coffee. The 
introduction of the Adelante women’s coffee has been very positive in this respect: in the first 10 
months after its launch, an impressive 20.8 tons was sold. However, sales input has risen dispro-
portionately, i.e. by 7.6%, which is mainly due to the noticeably lower EUR/USD exchange rate. 
Furthermore, part of the coffee sold in the beginning of the business year had been bought at a 
considerably higher price by EZA, as the world market price had been high. In total, 553 tons of 
roasted coffee were sold in the reporting year.

Chocolate
Chocolate is our second most important product in the food category. It saw an 11.6% decline in sales, 
which dropped to EUR 2.05 million. In response to increasing raw material prices on the one hand, 
and the high euro-to-Swiss franc exchange rate on the other, we decided to raise our retail prices. 
However, our customers were not ready to accept our exceeding the 3-euro threshold, and we were 
facing a decline in turnover and in quantities sold. In order to check these dynamics we lowered 
the prices again. We are now operating on an uncomfortably small margin, but have succeeded in 
reversing the downward trend.
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Other foodstuffs
This group includes products such as tea, cocoa, sugar, nuts, dried fruit, bread spreads, honey, spices 
and oil, rice, quinoa, as well as various drinks. The two new Mari & Ko and Mari & Ana dried fruit 
and nut mixes, as well as the expansion of our nut line, have had very positive effects. In addition, 
numerous new products such as rare red quinoa, heart of palm and pesto, apricot kernel oil and 
lollipops are now available. The selection of hummus bread spreads from Lebanon has also been 
expanded. Overall sales in this group have risen by 2.3%, to approximately EUR 3.35 million,  
mostly resulting from sales to grocery retailers and European partner organisations, as well as insti-
tutions.

Cosmetics
The sales of our BDIH-certified natural cosmetics line amounted to EUR 60 619, as against EUR 146 
408 in the previous business year. This decrease is due to the phaseout of our former cosmetics line. 
In the reporting period, EZA prepared the introduction of BIOSFAIR, our novel vegan, fair cosmet-
ics line, which carries organic certification.

EZA’s turnover is accounted for 

by the following groups of products:

TOTAL SALES

2014/15 EUR 15 539 881

2015/16 EUR 15 763 888  2014/15      2015/16

Sales by product category

0 1 000 000 2 000 000 3 000 000 4 000 000 5 000 000 6 000 000 7 000 000
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Fair fashion 16.2 %

+3.6 %

–11.6 %
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–58.6 %

+1.7 %

+14.2 %
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Traditional lacquerware from 
Craft Link, Vietnam, 
and a mosaic dish from 
Mitra Bali, Indonesia. 
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Fair fashion
Fair fashion, which comprises clothing and fashion accessories (jewellery, bags and scarves), accounts 
for a turnover of EUR 2.63 million, or 16.2% of total sales, and represents a sales increase of 1.7% 
compared to the previous year. The turnover achieved with fashion accessories rose by 11.6%, to 
EUR 1.32 million. This rise is primarily due to greater purchases on the part of European Fair Trade 
organisations and partners outside the EU. However, in the clothing sector, we have faced a consid-
erable decline. Craft Aid, our long-standing partner in Mauritius and largest clothing supplier so 
far, was confronted with economic problems and its new management therefore decided to funda-
mentally restructure the company. Consequently, EZA’s orders for future collections were no longer 
accepted, and in March 2016, Craft Aid’s textile unit was closed (see also p. 13). Our spring collec-
tion, which had been produced primarily by Craft Aid in 2015, most regrettably, marked the end of 
an intensive 10-year trading partnership. Our second trading partner in the cotton clothing sector, 
Rajlakshmi Cotton Mills seated in Kolkata, India, has taken over the production of our future col-
lections. We have also taken steps to establish an additional partnership with Creative Handicrafts, 
an Indian textile-producing organisation. A consequence of the above problems has been that only 
a small part of the fashion ordered could actually be delivered, and our clothing sales thus fell by 
5.5%, to EUR 1.31 million. 

Handicrafts
This product line includes the group comprising home decoration, gifts, sports and games, as well as 
musical instruments. Its turnover shows a satisfying increase of 14.2%, to EUR 1.87 million, thus 
accounting for 11.2% of EZA’s total sales revenue. Our sales to worldshops in Austria and Germany, 
as well as to our European Fair Trade partners and institutions, have helped achieve this good re-
sult. On the one hand, the increase results from the sale of ceramics, as the unique work of both our 
long-standing Vietnamese partner Craft Link and Isuna, a young partner organisation from South 
Africa, has been very attractive to our customers; while on the other, an upwards trend is apparent 
in children’s games – e.g. we received a large order of knitted finger puppets produced by our Peru-
vian partner CIAP. EZA’s occasional furniture and the creative design of the wooden figurines pro-
duced by Baobart in Mozambique have also met with great interest.

EZA has meanwhile become Europe’s largest importer of Fair Trade handicrafts. This is an encouraging 
development, but it also means that EZA carries a great responsibility towards our partner organi-
sations. It is above all Fair Trade that enables disadvantaged people, who otherwise would not have 
a chance to enter the market, to earn an income. Maintaining a reliable trading partnership is thus 
a key factor.
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Assets
The value of our assets has decreased due to depreciations. At the balance sheet date, inventories were 
-2%, i.e. approx. EUR 148 000, lower than in the previous year. Smaller quantities of both handi-
crafts and chocolates were recorded at that time. Accounts receivable have slightly increased. Due 
to more expensive sales input, cash on hand and cash in banks has been lower as against the previ-
ous year. 

Liabilities
The share capital amounts to EUR 638 000. The cumulative net income has decreased by the net loss 
for the year of EUR -143 400, down to EUR 884 323. The capital stock-to-assets ratio is 15.3%. Fi-
nancing has seen a slight shift from banks to small loans. This explains the decline in due to banks 
of EUR 342 000, paralleled by an increase in due to small lenders of EUR 202 000. Other liabilities 
lie below those of the previous year. On the one hand, this results from reporting date factors, while 
on the other, they have been reduced by EUR 53 700 due to the repayment of a loan granted by one 
of our shareholders, i.e. the Upper Austrian Catholic Men’s Movement.

Income statement
Sales revenues have risen by EUR 224 000, or 1.4% as against the previous year. However, sales input 
has increased by EUR 459 000, or 4.7%, which is the reason for the net loss. The majority of pur-
chases are made in U.S. dollars. EZA bought goods for EUR 4.3 million at an average U.S. dollar 
conversion rate of 1.11 dollars to 1 euro, whereas the conversion rate had been 1.24 in the previous 
year. This alone led to a price increase of sales input of approx. EUR 400 000, which could not be 
fully compensated for through increases in selling prices. Coffee and handicrafts are the products 
primarily concerned here. In addition, we have been facing smaller margins for chocolate produced 
in Switzerland. An increase in selling prices, in response to the higher purchasing prices, did not 
meet with acceptance on the part of customers and led to a massive decrease in quantities sold. We 
thus reduced the selling prices again. 

The rise in personnel expenses of 1.1% lies below the statutory wage increase. The selling and admin-
istrative expense items reflect the cutbacks effected. In the case of selling expenses, the economis-
ing efforts primarily concern advertising expenses. With regard to administrative expenses, which 

EZA’s business year 

covered the period from 
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2016.
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Fair Trade cashew nuts, packed 
with energy, also strengthen the 

producers supplying them.
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Figures refer to euros 14/15 15/16 Comparison

Intangible assets 65 079 64 041 –2 %

Tangible assets 2 229 694 2 082 140 –7 %

Financial assets 1 099 1 099 0 %

FIXED ASSETS 2 295 872 2 147 280 –6 %

Inventories 6 231 850 6 083 699 –2 %

Accounts receivable and other assets 1 282 033 1 320 576 3 %

Cash on hand and cash in banks 718 928 361 181 –50 %

CURRENT ASSETS 8 232 811 7 765 456 –6 %

Deferred income 45 219 40 755 –10 %

ASSETS TOTAL 10 573 902 9 953 491 –6 %

Share capital 638 000 638 000 0 %

Revenue reserve 0 0

Cumulative net income/loss 1 027 723 884 323 –14 %

CAPITAL STOCK 1 665 723 1 522 323 –9 %

ACCRUED LIABILITIES 877 844 862 687 –2 %

Due to banks 2 751 612 2 409 206 –12 %

Due to small lenders 3 549 068 3 751 288 6 %

Other liabilities 1 729 655 1 407 987 –19 %

LIABILITIES 8 030 335 7 568 481 –6 %

Deferred income 0 0

LIABILITIES TOTAL 10 573 902 9 953 491 –6 %

Annual statement as at 30 June 2016

Income statement 

Figures refer to euros 14/15 15/16 Comparison

Sales revenues 15 539 881 15 763 888 1.4 %

Other operating income 64 134 85 575 33.4 %

Sales input 9 719 738 10 178 797 4.7 %

INCOME 5 884 278 5 670 667 –3.6 %
Personnel expenses 3 147 294 3 182 518 1.1 %

Rental 205 207 197 911 –3.6 %

Selling expenses 1 194 624 1 165 520 –2.4 %

Administrative expenses 873 069 852 197 –2.4 %

Depreciation 270 993 275 907 1.8 %

Interest 126 318 137 916 9.2 %

Corporate income tax 5 199 2 098 –59.6 %

EXPENSES 5 822 705 5 814 067 –0.1 %

NET INCOME/LOSS 61 573 –143 400 –332.9 %

also include the cost of cosmetic product development, less damage in the course of operations has 
been a major factor. Depreciation rose because a number of supermarket chains were equipped with 
additional special EZA shelves. Interest increased due to the need to finance the increased cost of 
sales input. The result is an annual net result of EUR -143 400.

In the reporting period, EZA employed a staff of 80 (at headquarters and in EZA’s four shops): 52 
women and 28 men. In terms of full-time employees, this corresponds to an annual average of 63 
FTEs.



As a WFTO member EZA orients its overall business policy towards these 10 principles.

THE 10 PRINCIPLES 
OF THE WFTO WORLD FAIR TRADE ORGANISATION
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Living an alternative! 
Transparency, solidarity, openness and fairness
Beneficial to human beings and to nature.
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